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Why 
Bristol?

Less than 2 hours from London, 
Bristol is a fantastic, safe place to  
live with a vibrant harbourside, 
many green spaces, and an exciting, 
culturally varied, social life. In 2017, 
Bristol was named the ‘Best place to 
live in Britain’ by The Sunday Times.

  Research Intensive

  Theoretically Rigorous

   Innovative critical focus on contemporary 

Cultural, Historical, Political, and Social 

Geographies

  ESRC Accredited Research Training

  World class PhD preparation

  Career defining

  Seminar based teaching

  Small collegial cohorts 

  Study full-time or part-time

   We accept applicants from diverse  

disciplinary backgrounds

Is this Masters for me? 
- 10 Reasons Why
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Our School is the only UK geography 
department to have been ranked in the 
top category (5*) in every UK national 
research assessment exercise that has 
been held. We combine the highest 
possible quality of research with 
teaching excellence.

The physical, social scientific, and 
humanities questions we address  
are globally significant. Our teaching 
programmes reflect our research 
expertise, and provide inspiring, leading 
edge, innovative courses taught by 
leaders in their respective fields. 

The School is a stimulating encouraging 
environment for intellectual study, 
critical exploration, and personal 
development.

From top:  

‘Feel China’, Kalmar, Swe.’ Image by M. Jackson.  

‘Unruly Waters I’ by S. Brice (ballpoint pen and gouche 

on found mixed media). ‘Manequin Showroom, Yiwu, 

China.’ Image by M. Jackson. ‘Suburban Sprawl’ from 

‘Anthropocene: The Age of Man’, 2015, by N. Soucek 

(Pen & ink wash on paper).

Why the University 
of Bristol?

   We have a lively postgraduate 

community with over 5,000 

students from around the world. 

   We are ranked in the top 50 

universities in the world.

   The university is ranked in 

the top 5 UK institutions 

for research excellence. 

Why the School 
of Geographical 
Sciences?



   have acquired enhanced interpretive, 
analytical, communicative, and 
personal development skills  
including research, general 
computing, bibliographic,  
and research management; 

    understand better the role of spatial 
relations in the constitution of social 
structures;

   have a thorough grounding in the 
traditions and ideas of the social 
sciences;

    use advanced qualitative and/or 
quantitative techniques;

   assess approaches to theory 
construction, research design  
and analysis

     be ready to proceed directly onto 
higher degree research, or into 
employment in public policy, the 
voluntary sector, or the private sector. 

The MSc Society and Space is a world 
class, research driven, postgraduate 
course in contemporary human geography. 
For 25 years, we have provide theoretically 
intensive and methodologically relevant 
research training, with a concentrated 
focus in cultural, political, social, and 
historical geographies.

‘Crane Cultures field drawing’ by S. Brice 

(chinagraph and white gesso on brown paper)

Ours is a responsive, communicative, 
and open programme, with a supportive 
structure, eager, dedicated staff,  
and extensive, accessible facilities.

The programme aims to develop  
your expertise with key philosophies, 
methods, and subdisciplines of human 
geography. It is grounded in the main 
theoretical approaches employed in 
human geography as they have been 
taken from the humanities and social 
sciences. It also provides training in 
research methodology from both 
qualitative and quantitative perspectives. 
The research dissertation component of 
the MSc enables you to develop your 
skills in theory and methods as they 
apply to your interests in specific areas 
of research. 

I don’t have a geography  
degree. Can I still apply? 

Yes! We welcome good applicants from  
a range of social sciences and humanities 
backgrounds. Most of our students come 
from cognate disciplines like: sociology, 
English, environmental studies, fine art, 
history, philosophy, politics, design, etc.  

If you are still wondering,  
just ask! 

FAQ
On graduation, 
you will:

Why the MSc in Human 
Geography: Society and 
Space programme?
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Theorising Society and Space

A philosophical grounding for 
understanding key theoretical issues 
in thinking about space and politics 
in geography and the social sciences.  
Draws particularly from writers in the 
Continental philosophy tradition.  

Researching Society and Space

Advanced engagement with the rationale 
of humanist and historical methodologies, 
including: hermeneutics, genealogy, 
Critical Theory, phenomenology,  
and historiography.   

   Course begins in late September. 

Runs for one calendar year,  

if fulltime; two calendar years 

if part-time. 

   Research dissertations are 

submitted in early September.  

    Entire programme is coursework 

based. No exams.

Experimental 
Geographical Methods

Explores the practical, performative,  
and methodological questions that 
arise when geographers ‘practise 
posthumanism’. Offers hands-on, 
interdisciplinary instruction in experimental 
knowledge making, inventive research 
design, and creative dissemination. 

Research Dissertation

An independent research project 
developed in consultation with 

an advisor. Provides practical  
experience in formulating,  

designing, and undertaking 
an original piece of research.

Top:‘Crane Cultures field work’ by S. Brice, 

photograph. Left: ‘Crane Cultures field drawing’ 

by S. Brice (aquarel pencil and wash).

Can I study part-time? 

Yes! Applications for part-time 
study are very welcome. 
Part-time study is for two 

calendar years from start date. 
Flexible course pathways are 

available to part-time 
students.

Accessible and Flexible 
Programme Structure

FAQ

Course Content: 
Core Units
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Practical Statistics 
for Social Policy

Introduces concepts and  
methodologies of social statistics,  
and how numerical data analysis 
is used to assess variation in the 
physical and social worlds. Quantitative 
analysis, data collection, survey design, 
policy formation. For those with no 
statistical experience.

Explanation, Causation 
and Longitudinal Analysis

Applied spatial econometrics and modelling 
using statistical computing: MLwiN, R,  
and STATA. Focus on how representations 
of space are encoded in software and how 
they may be applied to modelling social 
and environmental processes. For those 
with existing statistical experience.

Affect, Technology, Biopolitics

Explores the concept of affect and its 
relevance for understanding recent 
conceptual and empirical debates about 
matter, embodiment, cognition, and 
agency. Analyses the significance of the 
life sciences to modern and contemporary 
politics through the concept of biopolitics.

Postcolonial Matters

Explores current debates in postcolonial 
and decolonial geographies, including 
the challenges of posthumanism,  
new materialism, relational ontology, 
indigeneity, and process ecology for 
the politics of coloniality.

Conflicted Environments

Explores decolonising environmental 
knowledge production, with an emphasis 
on conflict, resistance, governance, and 
critical pedagogy. Critical analysis of 
development, new social movements, 
sustainability, pedagogy, conflict resolution, 
and socio-environmental justice.

Time and Timing

Explores the conceptual and historical 
production of time with a focus on 
‘biological clocks’ at scales from cells to 
organisms, socially-embedded practicalities 
of time-keeping and temporal knowledges 
in everyday life, and, long-run implications 
of temporalities for culture and identity.

From left: ‘Participatory Hospitality workshop’ by 

N. Millner 2015. ‘Mapping in Momentum’, 2016, 

by N. Williams (digital photograph). ‘Fashioning 

Feathers/ Plumes-à-Porter’, exhibition curated by 

M. Patchett at Royal Alberta Museum, Edmonton, 

Canada (2012-13)

+ choice of one unit from Faculty 
of Social Sciences and Law

Students may also choose up to one 
relevant option from across the Faculty, 
with consent of the host school and our 
programme director. 

What can I do with  
my MSc degree? 

Our graduates have an excellent record  
of employment and further study.  

Many go on to further study like a PhD. 
Many pursue careers in non-academic 

research, teaching, NGOs, creative 
industry, civil service,  

and business.

Optional Units (pick 3, choice 
and options vary year to year) FAQ
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Our alumni go on to a wide range  
of professions. A high number of our 
graduates now work in roles where 
they use their thinking, research and 
writing skills, including the public 
sector (especially health, education, 
environmental sustainability, and 
housing); urban and country planning; 
journalism and non-fiction writing;  
and, research and development within 
business and the third sector. 

Others have set up their own businesses 
or enterprises in areas including: food 
services, graphic design, film direction,  
and social change. 

70% of our students are successful in 
gaining a place on a PhD or other graduate 
course after taking the MSc*. Many alumni 
have gained academic positions in 
prestigious academic institutions, 
including: Oxford, Cambridge, Exeter, 
Durham, Southampton, Bristol, Pittsburg, 
Royal Holloway, UBC, Washington, Bath 
Spa, Nottingham…

Uncertain Shores: Towards an Ecological 
Mode of Practice

Agonistic Politics and the Possibilities  
for Peace in Critical Geopolitical Enquiry

Passing Through: The Affective Production 
of Cis/Transgender Spaces

Interrogating the Smart City: Big data 
collection and surveillance

“Free Jedol”: the Biopolitics of Captive 
Dolphin Release in South Korea

Experiential geographies and creative 
possibility 

Legal instruments of enclosure: Irish 
Travellers’ experiences of the 2002 
“Trespass Act”

Oil and soil: natural gas industry and 
farming Pennsylvania in the Marcellus Shale

Art in vivo and in vitro: Exploring  
non-representational politics in bio-art

*Many of our MSc dissertations go on to be 

published in leading journals like: Progress in Human 

Geography; Environment and Planning A; Theory, 

Culture and Society; cultural geographies, etc.

*   Average from course-leavers 2011-2016 

**  Figures based on 17/18 fees.  
Costs may vary year on year.

Extracts from ‘Anthropocene:  

The Age of Man’, 2015, by N. 

Soucek (Pen & ink wash on paper).

‘Christopher Columbus, 

Barcelona.’ Image by  

M. Jackson.

How much  
does it cost?** 

Full time study (UK): £6.9k 
Part-time study (UK): £3.45k 

International: £15.8k

A few recent 
dissertations*:

Alumni, or what can 
I do with my degree?

FAQ
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How do 
I apply?
Apply online at: www.bristol.
ac.uk /study/postgraduate

[Search: human geography]

What should 
I do now?
We are always very happy 
to receive applications from 
promising candidates.

If you have any questions or require  
further information, please do contact us.

Course Director and Postgraduate 
Taught Administrator

       geog-pgadmins@bristol.ac.uk

       +44 (0) 117 331 7328

‘An unexpected encounter’  

by S. Brice 

Do you offer scholarships? 

Fully funded scholarships are available  
for competitive PhD applicants. If you are 

interested, do enquire with us.

The School offers a very small number  
of scholarships for only a few excellent 

applicants. These are extremely competitive. 
Funding support for PGT study is also 

available at: www.gov.uk/
postgraduate-loan/

overview

Who do I 
contact if I have 
a question?

FAQ
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Links
School: www.bris.ac.uk/geography

Blog: bristolsocietyandspace.com

Apply: www.bristol.ac.uk/study/postgraduate/

       geog-pgadmis@bristol.ac.uk

       +44 (0) 117 331 7328 

       @SocietySpace 

       @mscsocietyandspace

       @UoBsocietyandspace
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http://www.bris.ac.uk/geography
http://bristolsocietyandspace.com
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/study/postgraduate/
mailto:geog-pgadmis%40bristol.ac.uk?subject=
https://twitter.com/SocietySpace
https://www.instagram.com/mscsocietyandspace/
https://www.facebook.com/UoBsocietyandspace/

